
 
 

                       Ref: AISV-37TH WR-6th to 11th February 2023 

Dear Parents  

Greetings!  

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV 6TH to 11TH 
FEBRUARY 2023. 

Pre Primary Section  

ASSEMBLY TIME                

A Gift For You 
         Sanskrit Shlok - Guru Brahma 
         Affirmations 

                  Birthday Celebration 
         Announcements  
         School Anthem                               

 

NURSERY 

 

CIRCLE TIME 
RHYMES 

Kids happily revised the rhymes - Teddy Bear and Baa Baa  
Black Sheep. 

LITERACY Little tiny tots revised the letters Aa to Hh. 

NUMERACY Little ones revised the numbers 1 & 2. 

FINE 
MOTOR/ART 

Tiny tots pasted bits of cotton wool on the lamb. 

ALPHA/PHONICS Children did A to Z phonic sounds individually. 

HEAD-OVER 
HEELS 

Children did yoga, exercise and meditation. 

GK/STORY TIME Little masters revised the story of the lion and the cave. 

                  
                  



                  

LOWER KINDERGARTEN 

   

LITERACY Little stars practised writing ‘ub’, ‘ud’, ‘ug’ and ‘um’ family 
words. They were introduced to new sight words - say, may, 
yes and yet. 

RHYMES & 
STORIES 

Kids were introduced to a new rhyme ‘This Little Bird’ 
through video and action. 

HINDI Little kids were introduced to Vyanjan स, ह through video and pictures.  
They practiced writing in their textbook and notebook.  

NUMERACY Little Champs were introduced with Number 49 and 50 and 
they were also introduced and revised Number Names 
16,17,18 & 19 in their notebook. 

GK Little Champs revised the Topics ‘Animals’ and ‘Community 
Helpers’.  

Art & Craft Kids enjoyed free hand drawing on the Theme of the Month 
Environment. 

                  

                  
                   



                 

UPPER KINDERGARTEN 

 

LITERACY Kids were introduced to long ‘i’, long ‘o’ , long ‘u’ sound and 
practised writing the words for the same. They also 
practised writing cursive Ww and Xx. 

NUMERACY Little ones practised subtraction and revised all pre-math 
concepts with textual exercises. 

HINDI Munchkins practised reading Hindi words and sentences 
from the textbook. 

GK Kids were introduced to the concept of reduce, recycle and 
reuse. They were also taught about parts of computers, 
different types of computers and places where computers 
are used. 

HEAD OVER 
HEELS 

Kids practised dance steps for graduation day performance. 

                   
                

                  
                  
 

        
 

                   
                
       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
      
 

Primary Section

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Academic session 2022-’23 - students of Grade 3 to 10 were taught the 
subjects English, Hindi, Mathematics, Science, Social Science and 3rd Language 
(Gujarati/Sanskrit). Classes of Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance, Yoga, Art and 
Craft were also conducted for the students. 

Grade 11 students had the teaching periods of the subjects; Physics, Chemistry, 
Biology, Mathematics, Business Studies, Commerce, Accountancy, English and 
myComputer 

 

                         Grade 1 

 

SUBJECTS  STUDENTS LEARNED" 

English Grammar "Leena's surprise" textual exercise, revision of 
"Will" , explanation of " And , Or" done, Exploring 
revision of difficult words "Wait and See, explanation of 
"Gulli's Box of Things" done . 

Mathematics Exercise 12B and chapter revision of chapter 12 done in 
TB. Revision done on page 148, 149, 154 and 155 of TB. 

Science New chapter of Air was introduced to students and they 
learnt new words and importance of Air therein. 



Hindi छा ो ंने ए से शु  होते ए श  , के से े  एवं ए की मा ा वाले श  को पहचाना 
उसका पाठन और लेखन िकया | ाकरण म “लड़का -लड़की” , “एक -अनेक” 
को पहचाना एवं उसका अ ास िकया |  

Music  Students learned Rhythmic drum beats using pencils.  

Dance Students are learning to dance to the song “Dance pe 
booth chadaya’’. 

PE Students played games on the ground. 

Library time Students enjoyed the story reading as well as watched 
the story on screen “Puss in Boots”.  

Computer Children completed lesson - 4 Evolution of 
Communication along with all exercises. 

Art & Craft Children enjoyed drawing and colouring work. They drew 
and colour Butterfly and Lion along with some 
background scenery. 
 

 

                                                 Grade 2 

 

English Students did the Exploring English textual exercise of 
the poem “A child’s song” and also wrote difficult 
words in their notebook. They also read chapter 9 
“Here we come” and were explained the same. In 
English Grammar, they did a textual exercise of L.38 
Writing a paragraph and wrote the same in their 
English notebook. 

Science Chapter 13 - Light and Shadow explained, difficult 
words, give reasons and question answers written in 
NB. Textual exercise of ch - 11 and ch - 13 done in 
TB. Just introduced to ch 12 Rocks and Minerals. 

Music Students learned Rhythmic drum beats using pencils. 

Hindi छा ो ं ने पाठ "ईशान का ब ा" का अ ास काय और िवषय संवधन 
गितिविधयाँ िकया । पाठ "कैरमबोड" के ुतलेख का पुनरावतन िकया । 
ाकरण म पाठ "वा  रचना" का पठन और अ ास काय पूण िकया। 

Maths A new chapter of money was introduced to students 
and they learnt about comparing coins and notes, 
addition and subtraction of money. 



Dance Students are learning to dance to the song “Dance pe 
booth chadaya’’. 

Library time Students enjoyed reading activity that is on screen 
reading stories in groups. 

Computer Children did the exercises 1,2 & 3 0f Lesson - 5 Fun 
with Patterns in their Computer Textbook. 

Art & craft Children enjoyed drawing and colouring work. They 
drew and colour Butterfly and Lion along with some 
background scenery. 

 

                                                 Grade 3 

 

English Revision of ‘Who did Patrick’s Homework? & Tenses’ was 
done. YE Practice Paper was solved in the class. 

Science YE practice paper done in the class. 

Hindi छा ो ंने ाकरण म ‘वा - लेखन’ िकया | पुनरावतन म उ ोनें टे  िदया |  

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they 
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration 
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The 
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect, 
attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”. 
 

Art & Craft C-3 kids have drawn a dry tree and coloured in silhouette art 
style. They have done an activity - Collage work, drawn a big  
fish and did collage with newspaper,rest portion coloured. They 
have also drawn and coloured a cute bunny, whale in the sea. 
All these are done in their sketch book.  

Dance Students are learning to dance to the song “Dance pe booth 
chadaya’’. 

Music Students learned to play basic keyboard exercises. 

Computer YE practice paper done in the class. 

PE They played a football and Cricket game in PE Class. 



Library time Students enjoyed story telling sessions during library time. 
Books have  been issued to all students. 

 

                                               Grade 4 

 

 
English 

Revision of ‘Adverbs, Yuuki and the Tsunami’ was done. YE 
practice paper was solved in the class. 

Science  Textual exercises and question answers of chapter Work, Force 
and Energy were done in the class. 

Sanskrit  छा ो ं ने ‘सं ा श पािण और सवनाम श पािण’का वीिडयो देखा ,समझा और 
अ ास काय िकया |  

Gujarati િવ ાથ ઓએ વાિષક પરી ાના ભાગ પ ે“પુનરાવતન” કય ુઅને ો ની ચચા કરી.  

Hindi  छा ो ंने ाकरण म ‘मुहावरे,अनेकाथक श ,सम ुत िभ ाथक श  और अनु े द को 
समझा और  िकया |  

Computer Textual exercises of Exploring Scratch were done in the class. 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they 
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration 
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The 
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect, 
attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”. 
 

Art & Craft C-4 kids have done silhouette art, topic- Sea shore. They have 
also drawn and coloured the cityscape in their sketch book.  

Music Students learned to play basic keyboard exercises. 

Dance Students are learning to dance to the song “Dance pe booth 
chadaya’’. 

Library time Books have been issued to all students during the library 
periods. 

PE They played a Football and Cricket game in PE Class. 

 
 
 



                                                Grade 5 

 

English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic ‘Adverbs’ 
and their writing skills on the topic ‘Essay and 
Autobiography’. Practice work of the same was done. 

Mathematics Practice worksheet doubts was solved in the class. 

Social Studies A new chapter of Oceans and continents was explained to 
students and extra questions on continents were given to be 
answered. 

Gujarati િવ ાથ ઓએ “વાતા -લેખન” ની સમજ મળેવી તથા તેની ચચા કરી લેખન કયુ.  

Sanskrit  छा ो ं ने ‘संुदरता गुणेन न तु पेण’ पाठ का पठन िकया, भाषांतर  और अ ास काय 
िकया | ाकरण म ‘सं ा-श पािण ‘ का  िकया |  

Hindi  छा ो ं ने नया पाठ ‘हमसे सयाने बालक’का ो  उ र िलखे और अ ास काय िकया  
ाकरण म ‘उपसग- य ‘, ‘मुहावरे और लोको याँ ‘ को समझा और अ ास काय 

िकया |  

Computer  Class tests of ch-4 & 7 were conducted. Revision of Scratch 
blocks were done during practice . 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they 
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration 
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The 
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect, 
attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”. 
 

Art & Craft C-5 students have made silhouette art, topic- tree branch and 
birds are sitting. They have also drawn cityscapes and coloured 
with brush-pens in their sketch book. They have drawn Lord 
Krishna. 

Music Students learned motivational song. 

Library Time Books have been issued to all students during the library 
periods. 

Dance Students are learning to dance to the song “Dance pe booth 
chadaya’’. 

PE They played a football and Cricket game in PE Class. 

 



                                                      Grade 6 

 

English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic ‘Adverbs’. 
Textual exercise and extra questions of the same were done. 
Students were introduced with a new prose ‘The Take-Off 
Board’ and the poems ‘The Bad Old Days’ & ‘One Look’. 
Textual exercise of the same was done. 

Mathematics Practice worksheet doubts were solved in the class. 

Science Revision of the chapter “Plants” was done in the class. 

Social Science Civics Ch-6 “Rural Administration” done with exercises. 

Hindi  छा ो ंको ाकरण म श  और उनका िनमाण का वीिडयो देखा और समझा |   

Sanskrit  छा ो ंने ाकरण म ‘कारक-िवभ  प रचयः ’और ‘धातु- पािण को समझा और अ ास 
काय िकया |  

Gujarati િવ ાથ ઓએ  “સંિધ” માં યંજન સંિધ, િવસગ સંિધ ની સમજ મેળવી તથા તેનું લેખન 
કયુ.  

Computer  Class test of ch-8 was conducted in the class. HTML practical  
was also done in the class. 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they 
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration 
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The 
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect, 
attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”. 
 

Art & Craft C-6 students have drawn a cityscape and coloured with brush-
pens. They have also drawn Lord Buddha and coloured with oil 
pastels. They have also drawn Lord Krishna in their sketch book. 

Dance  Students are learning to dance to the song “Dance pe booth 
chadaya’’. 

Music  Students learned motivational song. 

Library Time Circulation processes done during the library periods. 

PE They played a Football and Cricket game in PE Class. 

 



                                                   Grade 7 

 

English  Revision of the YE syllabus and Class Tests were taken in the class. 

Mathematics Practice worksheet doubts were solved in the class. 

Hindi छा ो ंने ाकरण म ‘संिध’  म वृदिध संिध,यण संिध और अयािद संिध को समझा और अ ास 
काय िकया |  

Social Science Civics Ch-10 “Struggle for equality” done with exercises. 

Sanskrit  छा ो ंने का  ‘ हेिलका’ का ोक गान िकया, भाषांतर िकया और अ ास काय िकया |   

Gujarati િવ ાથ ઓએ  “સંિધ” માં યજંન સંિધ,િવસગ સિંધ ની સમજ મળેવી તથા તેનું લખેન 
કયુ. 

Computer Practice of python programs along with discussion of Syntax Error 
and output based questions was done in the class. 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they 
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration 
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The 
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect, 
attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”. 

Art & Craft C-7 students have drawn Radha Krishna and coloured with oil 
pastels. They have also drawn a decorative landscape coloured 
with brush pens. They have drawn half sunflower and half mandala 
art. It had a very interesting effect. 

Dance  Students are learning to dance to the song “Dance pe booth 
chadaya’’. 

Music Students learned to play chords on the keyboard. 

Library time Circulation processes done during the library periods. 

PE They played a Football and Cricket game in PE Class. 

 

                                                      Grade 8 

 



English Reported Speech: Integrated exercises were completed in the 
class. 

Mathematics  Completed chapter “Practical Geometry” and also asked for a 
notebook to be checked.Enrichment activity -”Making Questions 
using Rule of different concepts of maths” done in class. 

Science  Revision and Extra questions of the chapter “Chemical Effects of 
Electric Current '' was done in the class. 

Social Science - 
Civics  

Geo. “Human Resources” done with exercises. 

Gujarati િવ ાથ ઓએ  “સંિધ” માં યંજન સંિધ,િવસગ સિંધ ની સમજ મેળવી તથા તેનુ ંલખેન 
કય.ુ 

 
Computer 

Python output-based questions were discussed in the class. 

 
Gurukulam 

Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they 
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration 
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The 
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect, 
attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”. 
 

Art & Craft C-8 students have drawn and coloured Radha-Krishna, a 
decorative landscape and flowers in their sketch book. 

Music  Students learned to play chords on the keyboard. 

Dance Students are learning to dance to the song “Dance pe booth 
chadaya’’. 

PE They played a Football and Cricket game in PE Class. 

 
 

                                         Secondary Section 

 

Grade 9 

 

English   
 
 
 Mathematics  



Science  
 
 
 
Students appeared for the Yearly Examination.  

Social Science  

Hindi 

Computer 

Gurukulam 

Library time 

PE 

 
 

                                                    Grade 10  

 

English   
 
 
 
 
 
Students are on Study leave.  
 
 
 

Mathematics  

Science-  

Social Science 

Hindi  

Computer 

Gurukulam 

PE 

                      
    

Grade 11- Science  

 

English  



Physics  
 
 
 
 
 
Students appeared for the Yearly Examination. 

Chemistry 

Chemistry practical 

Biology 

Biology Practical 

Mathematics 

Computer 

 
 

Revision for YE.Grade 11- Commerce 

 
         

Business Studies  
 
 
Students appeared for a Yearly Examination.  

Economics 

English 

Computer Science 

 
EVENTS 
The Graduation Day Ceremony was held on 11th February 2023 for the UKG 
Kindergarteners to celebrate their tiny steps towards success, leading to the 
next stage of their educational level. Ms. Suverchala Kashyap was the Chief 
Guest of the event to witness the grand achievement; of the toddlers, with 
flying colours. 
 

● STAR OF THE WEEK 
 
Each week children from Grade 1 to Grade 11 are chosen by their teacher to be Star 
of the Week. This can be for many different reasons: Regularity, Behaviour, 
Punctuality, Academics and Discipline. The children are very proud when they get the 
Star of the Week badge.  
 
This week list is enclosed:  
 



         Grade                   Student Name 

Grade 1A Rudrasinh Padhiyar and Rajveer Gill   

Grade 1B Janam Prajapati & Trisha Yadav 

Grade 1C Akshat Singh & Niharika A Gohil 

Grade 1D Kashish R Panchal & Nilay N Patel 

Grade 2A Yana Gandhi & Henil Patel 

Grade 2B Aarohi P Patel & Henil C Patel 

Grade 2C Sarvam Barot & Saachi Patel 

Grade 3A Krishang Raval & Miswa Raulji 

Grade 3B Nishka patel and Karaj Panchal 

Grade 4 Kartavya Panchal and Aadhya Shaherawala 

Grade 5 Kavya Sawant and Tanishi Waghela 

Grade 6 Aarav Suthar & Bhavy Vaghela 

Grade 7 & 8 Lalita Chaudhary & Stuti Shah 

Grade 9,10 & 11 Jagriti Punjabi 
 
 

 


